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INSTRUMENT TITLE or TOPIC YouTube Links Content Description

Advanced String Detache https://youtu.be/9VFqiibeRzI

Advanced String Slur https://youtu.be/BcaqFewoiac

Advanced String Legato https://youtu.be/C1xnNcq6UqQ

Advanced String Spiccato https://youtu.be/YY9HHItBPx0

Advanced String Dynamic Contrast https://youtu.be/_i2H-tOnWis

Advanced String Hooked Bow https://youtu.be/Ie3YIjVgmBE

Advanced String Ensemble Skills https://youtu.be/iZ8AYQZYXbU

Advanced String How to play along with a video https://youtu.be/PQ62UV0L72E

Advanced String How to record a video https://youtu.be/-pQxALuzJ7M

Advanced String Trills https://youtu.be/SUepYcjaGU8 

Advanced String Double Stops https://youtu.be/B_q8EK1Ys8c

Advanced String Tenuto https://youtu.be/9j6O0m_YirE

Advanced String Accents https://youtu.be/amFr6ZVo2Uw 

Bass Clarinet Open case, Parts of the Instrument/Assembly https://youtu.be/Da2KIXnhNak

"brand name facing up
case on the floor"
latches - how to navigate
parts of the instrument - basic (mouthpiece, reed, ligature, joints, bell, 
stand)

Bass Clarinet Assemble mouhpiece/reed/ligature/neck https://youtu.be/vDgpzYwJfkg 

"start with nothing assembled
how to remove the reed from the case"
how to handle the reed - don't touch the tip, which side is front/back, 
hold in middle of reed
"how to soak the reed- tip side in mouth, soak for 30 seconds, it might 
taste weird! how to assemble the neck and mouthpiece (no ligature)
how to put the ligature on, screws always pointing to the right, 
inverted vs. non-

Bass Clarinet Embouchure https://youtu.be/wMhc4WttmDY 

definition of embouchure
"how to form basic embouchure (away from the clarinet, maybe using 
thumb) - cover bottom teeth with your lip, place thumbnail on bottom 
lip, upper teeth on pad of thumb, close corners of mouth
how to form embouchure on mouthpiece + neck- don't squeeze 
bottom lip against reed; correct angle of small instrument; reminder 
about posture"
optional- practice sending "whisper air" through the small instrument 

Bass Clarinet Tonguing https://youtu.be/vJbbtsXtzB8

"what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches reed, where points 
of contact are, etc.
tonguing syllable (""tee"" or ""dee"") - away from instrument"
tonguing 2 half notes
"tonguing 4 quarter notes
tonguing faster notes (8th notes)"

Bass Clarinet Hand and Playing Position https://youtu.be/vK2kq-QIBko

"reminder about posture, sitting in chair left hand on top, right hand 
on bottom
right hand - thumbrest and 3 finger keys, fingers are curved"
left hand - angle of thumb & 3 finger keys, fingers are curved
"practice exercises- moving fingers up and down in order, anchor 
clarinet in mouth (playing position without playing)
bringing the instrument into playing position/address angle"

Bass Clarinet First notes (C,D,E,FG)) https://youtu.be/rroIoepeuoo

independent from other "First 3 notes" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions
fingering for E, quick embouchure reminders, air not too fast, reminder 
to tongue each note demonstrate sound a few times
"fingering for D + reminders & demo
fingering for C + reminders & demo"
simple exercises - ED, DC, CDE, etc.

Bass Clarinet Hot Cross Buns (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/yR7i4gM2xAw

demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes E, D, & C; reminder about 
fingerings
"1st segment = EDC, each note is tongued; practice multiple times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = CCCC DDDD"
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song
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Bass Clarinet Swabbing out/dissasembly/storage https://youtu.be/FYkPUkqgz98 

"it's important to swab out and disassemble at the end of every 
practice session
why we swab out - protect pads, get rid of moisture (no water should 
ever come into contact with instrument)
what a swab looks like - point out weighted end, flatten out before 
using"
how to swab through instrument & how to grip instrument while 
swabbing

Bassoon Open case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/xamhd1G1LCo

brand name facing up
case on the floor
"latches - how to navigate
parts of the instrument - basic (reed, bocal, joints, crutch, strap)"

Bassoon Assembly https://youtu.be/G9k-VrvEV3M

how to take instrument out of case/where to hold/what to avoid
"how to insert reed
how to assemble joints"

Bassoon Embouchure https://youtu.be/dAWeYrzUVh4

definition of embouchure
use reed only
"shape of lips
where reed is placed
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 
help you"

Bassoon Tonguing https://youtu.be/nO7Zs77Pofo

define tonguing
practice tonguing without instrument using air and correct 
embouchure
explain what syllable to use when tonguing
"explain where tongue should hit in the mouth
tonguing 2 half notes"
tonguing 4 quarter notes
tonguing faster notes (8th notes)

Bassoon Hand and Playing Position https://youtu.be/Dodo4XRiw3c

address posture
step by step with each finger on each hand
explain what part of the finger touches the key (finger pad)
"keep relaxed hands
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle"

Bassoon First 3 notes (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/_Ac2TQLJgmI

review fingerings one note at a time
play each note
"explain finger transitions between notes
address quick finger transitions"

Bassoon First 3 notes (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/GyrOfl_xmnw

review fingerings one note at a time
play each note
"explain finger transitions between notes
address quick finger transitions"

Bassoon Hot Cross Buns (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/jf7X1Axo1yA

"demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, Bb; reminder about fingerings 1st 
segment = DCBb, each note is tongued; practice multiple times"
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song
play through song; metronome 60BPM

Bassoon Swabbing out/dissasembly/storage https://youtu.be/3vo5gTCfX8A

explain what is needed to clean
demonstrate/explain how to clean inside of each joint/carefully 
disassemble
emphasize water does not come near the instrument
show areas to avoid when taking instrument apart
put back in case; if case isn't closing easily, don't force it! check and 
try again.
store in a safe place

Brass Breathing for Brass https://youtu.be/Pzj3TfL7kJI

Cello Instrument Demonstration https://youtu.be/T4Hmatq3wm0

show the cello
play something on the cello

Cello Preparing your practice space https://youtu.be/aAvPHOpKtJU 

where is a safe place to practice?
do you have good posture?
do you have enough room?

Cello unpacking your instrument https://youtu.be/iOdAmwfIP2U

case facing correctly - how to know which direction
case on floor 
latches/zippers/squeeze thing/cloth case vs. hard case
how to take instrument out safely (keep bow in the case at this time)
how to pack up instrument in case (cloth vs. hard case)

Cello parts of the instrument https://youtu.be/Pldl8B3tlKk

name and show where the different instrument parts are
pegs, fingerboard, bridge, shoulder, chin rest, tailpiece, fine tuners, 
end pin, strings, neck, scroll, f holes, nut
What are the open strings

Cello Instrument Care https://youtu.be/KfgErOsq4AQ

where to keep your instrument safely
wiping down your instrument with your cloth
don't leave it in a car
do not let siblings touch it

Cello Tuning with Fine Tuners Using a Tuner https://youtu.be/DjLZIsu9kVU

how do fine tuners work?
slightly out of tune vs. super out of tune
how to hold your instrument while tuning
which direction to move your fine tuner

Cello Tuning with Pegs using a Tuner https://youtu.be/-MQJU47piug

how do pegs work
when to use the pegs
how to hold your instrument while using pegs
which direction to turn your pegs

Cello End Pin https://youtu.be/LZgXcROAkjk 

what is the end pin?
how do you take out/set up an end pin?
how do you know what end pin length is good for you?
what do you do if the end pin or screw comes all the way out?

Cello Preparing the Bow https://youtu.be/Vh5xpuQKcLw

how to take the bow out of the case
parts of the bow
bow care (don't touch the bow hair)
tightening / loosening the bow
rosin and how much to use

Cello Notes on D/A String https://youtu.be/Do1lu1nvJYQ

what are the notes on the D string
what are the notes on the A string
finger placement, what it feels and looks like
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Cello Hand Coordination https://youtu.be/odvbOqmX2D4

how to bow while placing left hand fingers down
how to place your fingers down (making sure they press down hard 
enough)
Hot Cross Buns or Mary Had a Little Lamb to demonstrate

Cello Posture and Hand Position https://youtu.be/82pOqnRfZtc

rest position
body position
left arm position

Cello Bow Hold https://youtu.be/evg03uhr0NM

teaching the bow hold to a 10 year old
bow hold at the frog with correct thumb placement
pinky placement
curved fingers

Cello Left Hand/Arm position https://youtu.be/iDUbZ7M7wJ0

setting up the left hand
where does your left hand thumb go
what is your left hand shape
left elbow up and around and fingers hovered 

Clarinet Beginner Play-Along Series: "America The Beautiful" for Clarinet https://youtu.be/yNekXbI3nig

Clarinet How to Produce a Beautiful Clarinet Tone: Embouchure https://youtu.be/VAwHFPb71KI

definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the clarinet, maybe using 
thumb) - cover bottom teeth with your lip, place thumbnail on bottom 
lip, upper teeth on pad of thumb, close corners of mouth
"how to form embouchure on mouthpiece + barrel - don't squeeze 
bottom lip against reed; correct angle of small instrument; reminder 
about posture
optional- practice sending ""whisper air"" through the small 

Clarinet How to Produce a Beautiful Clarinet Tone: Air Support https://youtu.be/esQqyWsR0TQ

Clarinet How to Produce a Beautiful Clarinet Tone: Tongue Position https://youtu.be/QWWAWw84pTY

Clarinet How to Tongue on Clarinet, Part 1 https://youtu.be/ebcvD-SIPS0

what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches reed, where points 
of contact are, etc.
tonguing syllable ("tee" or "dee") - away from instrument
tonguing 2 half notes
"tonguing 4 quarter notes
tonguing faster notes (8th notes)"

Clarinet How to Tongue on Clarinet, Part 2 https://youtu.be/shVcCvZOX4w

Clarinet How to Tongue on the Clarinet, Part 3 https://youtu.be/3tvmy5__JV4

Clarinet Beginning Clarinet Series: How to Hold the Clarinet https://youtu.be/vEsnhul96LM

"reminder about posture, sitting in chair
left hand on top, right hand on bottom"
right hand - thumbrest and 3 finger holes, fingers are curved, how to 
cover holes (don't squeeze)
left hand - angle of thumb & 3 finger holes, fingers are curved, how to 
cover holes (don't squeeze)
practice exercises- moving fingers up and down in order, anchor 
clarinet in mouth (playing position without playing)

Clarinet Beginning Clarinet Series: Clarinet Hand Position, Exercise 1 https://youtu.be/vnJHw0Wgul4

Clarinet Beginning Clarinet Series: Clarinet Hand Position, Exercise 2 https://youtu.be/mzgc3nBK-GY

Clarinet How to Put the Reed on a Clarinet https://youtu.be/qPhXmGQACt8

Clarinet Assemble mouthpiece https://youtu.be/972IV3kQ7Zk

Clarinet How to Swab Your Clarinet https://youtu.be/ApYBdq8lax0

"it's important to swab out and disassemble at the end of every 
practice session
why we swab out - protect pads, get rid of moisture (no water should 
ever come into contact with instrument)"
what a swab looks like - point out weighted end, flatten out before 
using
"how to swab through instrument (insert through bell end first) & how 
to grip instrument while swabbing

Clarinet Going Over the Break on Clarinet https://youtu.be/cne_RjApndU

Clarinet Going Over the Break on Clarinet, Part 2 https://youtu.be/HAaJM-DXenc

Clarinet First Three Notes (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/ehYf6CRyITY

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice reminders about left & right hand positions
fingering for E, quick embouchure reminders, air not too fast, reminder 
to tongue each note
demonstrate sound a few times"
"fingering for D + reminders & demo fingering for C + reminders & 
demo
simple exercises - ED, DC, CDE, etc."

Clarinet First Three Notes (D, F, G) https://youtu.be/FXaWGPYbHUM

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions"
"fingering for E, quick embouchure reminders, air not too fast, 
reminder to tongue each note demonstrate sound a few times
fingering for F + reminders & demo fingering for G + reminders & 
demo simple exercises - EF, FG, EFG, etc."
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Clarinet Hot Cross Buns (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/QB0xsWAZeCs

demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes E, D, & C; reminder about 
fingerings
1st segment = EDC, each note is tongued; practice multiple 
times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = CCCC DDDD
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song

Clarinet Assembly https://youtu.be/RhrkKJo67QI

"(assume mouthpiece, barrel, & reed are already assembled)
place the small instrument safely in the case or to the side of case, how 
to carefully put on mouthpiece cap"
keep the case on the floor (reminder)
how to connect the upper + lower joints - bridge key, use only small 
twists, how to apply cork grease (& when to apply)
how to connect the bell
how to connect the body of the instrument to the small 

Clarinet Disassembly. https://youtu.be/51Qmyb8G5V8

Euphonium Open case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/Ya8KanX4zdI

which side of the case is "up," brand name/logo facing up
keep case on floor
latches - how to navigate, look out for a possible extra one on the side 
opposite the bell
parts of the instrument - basic (bell, valves, leadpipe, mouthpiece, 
water key)

Euphonium Embouchure, Buzzing https://youtu.be/6o1hZVp1T8g

definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the mouthpiece) - lick your 
lips, keep corners firm and back, posture & air reminders
shorter free buzzes
longer free buzzes - reminders not to let lips push forward
how to place mouthpiece on lips - centering
buzzing on mouthpiece - reminders about embouchure
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 

Euphonium More mouthpiece sounds & tonguing https://youtu.be/T2mOncTomK8

"matching pitches (not too extreme with range) - drone or 
demonstration
sirens - what they are, demonstrations, how to change pitch on 
mouthpiece, reminders about using air!, extending the range
what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches at gumline behind 
teeth, where points of contact are, etc."
tonguing syllable- away from instrument
tonguing 2 half notes

Euphonium Assembly, Playing position, Hand position https://youtu.be/3D03cUP8KPo

"keep the case on the floor (reminder)
how to lift the body of the instrument out of case - wh
how to insert the mouthpiece - don't push it straight in, don't clap the 
mouthpiece with hand, small twist
reminder about posture, sitting in chair
left hand shape, where to place fingers, how to grip
right hand position, curved fingers, using pads of fingers
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle"

Euphonium First notes D-C-Bb https://youtu.be/nMBXmdQciSE

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
fingering for D, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue each 
note demonstrate sound a few times
fingering for C + reminders & demo"
fingering for Bb + reminders & demo
simple exercises - DC, CBb, DCBb

Euphonium First notes: Eb, F, G https://youtu.be/YfWmZ-Mq7cU

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
fingering for Eb, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue 
each note demonstrate sound a few times"
fingering for F + reminders & demo
fingering for G + reminders & demo
simple exercises - EbF, FG, EbFG, etc.

Euphonium Hot Cross Buns (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/h6pLwXFD2x0

"demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, Bb; reminder about fingerings"
1st segment = DCBb, each note is tongued; practice multiple 
times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song

Euphonium Disassembly/Storage https://youtu.be/LPytgAxQZlI

"how to disassemble instrument, piece by piece, and how to store 
pieces back in case (match shape of cut out to shape of instrument)
how to latch case closed; if case isn't closing, don't force it 
(something is out of place)"
store in a safe place

Euphonium Oiling/Emptying Water https://youtu.be/tTFoC1JWZKw

demonstration of gurgling sound & how to empty water
"when to oil valves
how to remove a valve - only do one at a time how to apply oil
how to place back in - valve notch"

Flute How to Open Case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/gL9ZyippAj8

"brand name facing up
case on the floor"
latches - how to navigate
"tuning rod
parts of the instrument - basic (3 parts, keys, lip plate)"

Flute Embouchure https://youtu.be/HgEgAwl3B9U

definition of embouchure
"definition of aperture
use head joint only"
shape of lips/aperture
"where headjoint is placed on face/lip area (what that feels like)
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 
help you"

Flute First Sounds on Headjoint https://youtu.be/t_0XWAzK9SA

"how to hold headjoint
setup with correct embouchure"
pushing air through aperture
"think about saying ""pooh""
different sounds (lower/higher)"

Flute Assembly https://youtu.be/82SlOGabHy0

how to take instrument out of case/where to hold/what to avoid
"lining up headjoint
lining up foot joint"
do not push head joint all the way in

Flute Playing and Hand Position https://youtu.be/MABqVQET7JY

"address posture
step by step with each finger on each hand"
"do not use Bb thumb
explain what part of the finger touches the key (finger pad)"
keep relaxed hands
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle

Flute First notes: D-C-Bb https://youtu.be/D1HZv8Iir94

review fingerings one note at a time
play each note
"explain finger transitions between notes
address quick finger transitions"

Flute First notes: F-Eb-D https://youtu.be/3UYS0bURrhs

review fingerings one note at a time
"play each note
explain finger transitions between notes"
address quick finger transitions

Flute Tonguing https://youtu.be/nL6SvttDZus

"define tonguing
practice tonguing without instrument using air and correct 
embouchure"
"use ""too"" syllable
explain where tongue should hit in the mouth"
"tonguing 2 half notes
tonguing 4 quarter notes"
tonguing faster notes (8th notes)

Flute Hot Cross Buns (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/zHAZ6JZA7n8

demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, Bb; reminder about fingerings
"1st segment = DCBb, each note is tongued; practice multiple times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC"
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song
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Flute Swabbing https://youtu.be/h6pLwXFD2x0

explain what is needed to clean
"demonstrate how to put cloth on rod
demonstrate/explain how to clean inside of each joint/carefully 
disassemble"
emphasize water does not come near the flute
"demonstrate how to wipe outside of flute
show areas to avoid when taking instrument apart"
"put back in case; if case isn't closing easily, don't force it! check and 

Horn Open case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/6udUMMow2gs

which side of the case is "up," brand name/logo facing up
"keep case on floor
latches - how to navigate, look out for a possible extra one on the side 
opposite the bell"
parts of the instrument - basic (bell, rotors, leadpipe, mouthpiece, 
slides)
how to identify if it's a single or double horn + what that means

Horn Embouchure, Buzzing https://youtu.be/gbSvfJG3jz8

"definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the mouthpiece) - lick your 
lips, keep corners firm and back, posture & air reminders"
shorter free buzzes
longer free buzzes - reminders not to let lips push forward
"how to place mouthpiece on lips - centering
buzzing on mouthpiece - reminders about embouchure"
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 

Horn Assembly, Playing position, Hand position https://youtu.be/6udUMMow2gs;   
https://youtu.be/sUlKYouXowE

keep the case on the floor (reminder)
"how to lift the body of the instrument out of case - where to grab
how to insert the mouthpiece - don't push it straight in, don't clap the 
mouthpiece with hand, small twist"
reminder about posture, sitting in chair
left hand shape, where to place fingers, how to grip
"right hand position, curved fingers, using pads of fingers
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle"

Horn First 3 notes (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/WcggwZOTovg

independent from other "First 3 notes" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
fingering for E, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue each 
note demonstrate sound a few times
fingering for D + reminders & demo
"fingering for C + reminders & demo
simple exercises - ED, DC, CDE, etc."

Horn Hot Cross Buns (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/g2qIWyLZ4gk

demonstrate the full song (slowly)
"we are going to use the notes E, D, & C; reminder about fingerings
1st segment = EDC, each note is tongued; practice multiple 
times"
3rd segment (one a penny...) = CCCC DDDD
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song

Horn Disassembly/Storage https://youtu.be/oE8UO7pig3M

"how to disassemble instrument, piece by piece, and how to store 
pieces back in case (match shape of cut out to shape of instrument)
how to latch case closed; if case isn't closing, don't force it 
(something is out of place)"
store in a safe place

Horn Oiling/Emptying Water https://youtu.be/WcggwZOTovg

"demonstration of gurgling sound & how to empty water when to oil 
rotors
how to remove a rotor cap- only do one at a time"
how to apply oil
how to place cap back on- twist clockwise and listen for click

Oboe Embouchure https://youtu.be/QHqtCxyBXLw 

definition of embouchure
use reed only
"shape of lips
where reed is placed
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 
help you"

Oboe Assembly https://youtu.be/2msfVR6kOWI

how to take instrument out of case/where to hold/what to avoid
"how to insert reed
how to assemble joints"

Oboe Playing and Hand Position https://youtu.be/ONUNx4LKM7Q 

address posture
step by step with each finger on each hand
explain what part of the finger touches the key (finger pad)
"keep relaxed hands
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle"

Oboe First notes-D-Eb-F https://youtu.be/NpYU7CQzMdY

review fingerings one note at a time
play each note
"explain finger transitions between notes
address quick finger transitions"

Oboe First notes D-C-Bb https://youtu.be/9tESugtWs2s

review fingerings one note at a time
play each note
"explain finger transitions between notes
address quick finger transitions"

Oboe Tonguing https://youtu.be/AVgbQA3Zjsw 

define tonguing
practice tonguing without instrument using air and correct 
embouchure
explain what syllable to use when tonguing
"explain where tongue should hit in the mouth
tonguing 2 half notes"
tonguing 4 quarter notes
tonguing faster notes (8th notes)

Oboe Hot Cross Buns (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/ISE2WfHZubg 

"demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, Bb; reminder about fingerings 1st 
segment = DCBb, each note is tongued; practice multiple times"
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song
play through song; metronome 60BPM

Oboe Swabbing/Cleaning/Disassembly/Storage https://youtu.be/r-X16ukuotQ

explain what is needed to clean
demonstrate/explain how to clean inside of each joint/carefully 
disassemble
emphasize water does not come near the instrument
show areas to avoid when taking instrument apart
put back in case; if case isn't closing easily, don't force it! check and 
try again.
store in a safe place

Percussion How to Hold Sticks https://youtu.be/SZ0RkDLlBHY

grip basics- finger placement, fulcrum, location on stick
matched grip - both hands the same

Percussion How to Hold 4 Mallets https://youtu.be/ufIBOyMhqW0

Percussion Practice Pad/Drum Setup https://youtu.be/pVjnALX8MiA

how to adjust height
"how to judge correct height
where to stand"
proper placement of music stand

Percussion Striking Area/Wrist Motion/RH/LH Alernation Exercises https://youtu.be/TfSJxR0iuUE

proper striking place on drum/pad
"pulling the sound out of the instrument
1 hand at a time, focus in on the motions"
simples exercises: 8 on a hand, 4 on a hand, alternating, etc..

Percussion Types of Strokes https://youtu.be/CNuib5ivgxE

tap
downstrokes
upstrokes
basic grip reminders - back fingers, wrist motions, fulcrum intact
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Percussion Basic Rudiment: Paradiddle https://youtu.be/lwx9TaRitBQ

what is a paradiddle
"RLRR LRLL 1 time, then add repetitions
break it down"
demo slowly, then later "show off!"

Percussion Basic Rudiment: Single Stroke Roll https://youtu.be/xWLENBeLQZU

what is a single stroke roll
"break it down
demo slowly, then later ""show off!"""

Percussion Basic Rudiment: Open Roll https://youtu.be/clSNXBdZkMQ

what is an open roll
break it down
demo slowly, then later "show off!"

Percussion Basic Rudiment: Flams https://youtu.be/7wMqcjXIRrM

what is a flam
break it down
demo slowly, then later "show off!"

Percussion How to Hold Sticks https://youtu.be/ceLhdR9n3e8

grip basics- finger placement, fulcrum, location on stick
matched grip - both hands the same

Percussion Proper set-up of bells https://youtu.be/uwcha9lHZKI

how to adjust height
how to judge correct height
where to stand
proper placement of music stand

Percussion Striking Area. https://youtu.be/44uvh7CF9t8 

center of mallets, avoid the screws
pulling the sound out of the instrument

Percussion How to ID notes on the keyboard https://youtu.be/6YUefblyF64

location of Cs, musical alphabet, focus in on natural notes only
moving right = forward in alphabet; left = backward
ask student to figure out a few examples and then reveal the correct 
answer

Percussion C Scale https://youtu.be/c_teQlEQ4tk

what is a scale
say the letters while you play them
reminders about grip and striking motion, pulling the sound out
demo slowly, then later "show off!"

Percussion Hot Cross Buns https://youtu.be/AmH-FRySMmY

"demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, Bb; show where Bb is"
"1st segment = DCBb; practice multiple times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC"
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song
play through song

Percussion Tambourine Finger Rolls https://youtu.be/1_MZ5a--Jc4

Saxophone Mouthpiece, Reed, Ligature, Neck https://youtu.be/ibJPJwdmOAk

Saxophone Opening the saxophone case https://youtu.be/GnSW6HcFclg

brand name facing up
case on the floor
"latches - how to navigate
parts of the instrument - basic (mouthpiece, reed, ligature, neck, body, 
neck strap)"
protect the octave key mechanism, keep plastic piece inserted

Saxophone Assembling the saxophone https://youtu.be/XUPC1Oz7xmM

start with nothing assembled
"how to remove the reed from the case
how to handle the reed - don't touch the tip, which side is front/back, 
hold in middle of reed"
"how to soak the reed- tip side in mouth, soak for 30 seconds, it might 
taste weird!
how to assemble the neck and mouthpiece (no ligature)"
how to put the ligature on, screws always pointing to the right, 

Saxophone Making your first sound https://youtu.be/yKVDQFPonFw

"definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the sax, maybe using 
thumb) - cover bottom teeth with your lip, place thumbnail on bottom 
lip, upper teeth on pad of thumb, close corners of mouth
how to form embouchure on mouthpiece + neck- don't squeeze 
bottom lip against reed; correct angle of small instrument; reminder 
about posture"
optional- practice sending "whisper air" through the small instrument 

Saxophone Playing your first three notes https://youtu.be/1nLL5zgw1V0

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions"

Saxophone Hand and Playing Position https://youtu.be/3fKVgJOQTQc

Saxophone Posture https://youtu.be/f1uZrQBFouo 

Saxophone First Three Notes (CDE) https://youtu.be/FbgA_yuKF5g

Saxophone Hot Cross Buns https://youtu.be/SGLciV10l5Y 

Saxophone Introduction to tonguing https://youtu.be/gYVo9wz1hdQ

what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches reed, where points 
of contact are, etc.
tonguing syllable ("tee" or "dee") - away from instrument
"tonguing 2 half notes
tonguing 4 quarter notes"
tonguing faster notes (8th notes)
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Saxophone Disassembly https://youtu.be/7AZOi9duKVE

String Bass Instrument Demonstration https://youtu.be/reZogQcswd0

show the bass
play something on the bass

String Bass unpacking your instrument https://youtu.be/khw_AffGHRM

case facing correctly - how to know which direction
case on floor 
latches/zippers/squeeze thing/cloth case vs. hard case
how to take instrument out safely (keep bow in the case at this time)
how to pack up instrument in case (cloth vs. hard case)

String Bass Preparing your practice space https://youtu.be/Z3NU6zvKXwM

where is a safe place to practice?
do you have good posture?
do you have enough room?

String Bass parts of the instrument https://youtu.be/NpbcwotRA6w

name and show where the different instrument parts are
pegs, fingerboard, bridge, shoulder, chin rest, tailpiece, fine tuners, 
end pin, strings, neck, scroll, f holes, nut
What are the open strings

String Bass Tuning with Pegs using a Tuner https://youtu.be/yOyOlZ5_XbQ

how do pegs work
when to use the pegs
how to hold your instrument while using pegs
which direction to turn your pegs

String Bass End Pin https://youtu.be/Q5dO3w9gJAc

what is the end pin?
how do you take out/set up an end pin?
how do you know what end pin length is good for you?
what do you do if the end pin or screw comes all the way out?

String Bass How to Hold your Instrument https://youtu.be/ONBRB8wQL30

rest position
body position
left arm position

String Bass Bow Hold (FRENCH) https://youtu.be/_9nki2WsmA0

teaching the bow hold to a 10 year old
bow hold at the frog with correct thumb placement
pinky placement
curved fingers

String Bass Bow Hold (GERMAN) https://youtu.be/6r9ArasFs20 

teaching the bow hold to a 10 year old
bow hold at the frog with correct thumb placement
pinky placement
curved fingers

String Bass Using the left hand https://youtu.be/V4J4QiKWGbQ

setting up the left hand
where does your left hand thumb go
what is your left hand shape
straight wrist

String Bass Notes on D String https://youtu.be/uhe9n5QJoa0

what are the notes on the D string
what are the notes on the A string
finger placement, what it feels and looks like

String Bass Notes on G String https://youtu.be/At4Y2x5JuZQ

what are the notes on the D string
what are the notes on the A string
finger placement, what it feels and looks like

Trombone Open case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/eOfODYiahlE

brand name facing up
keep case on the floor
latches - how to navigate
clips, buttons, straps, etc.
unsnapping bell section
parts of the instrument - basic (bell, slide, leadpipe, mouthpiece, water 
key)

Trombone Embouchure, Buzzing https://youtu.be/IIimf4PoOMo

definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the mouthpiece) - lick your 
lips, keep corners firm and back, posture & air reminders
"shorter free buzzes
longer free buzzes - reminders not to let lips push forward"
how to place mouthpiece on lips - centering
"buzzing on mouthpiece - reminders about embouchure
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 

Trombone More mouthpiece sounds & tonguing https://youtu.be/tY33Vg6XRo4

"matching pitches (not too extreme with range) - drone or 
demonstration
sirens - what they are, demonstrations, how to change pitch on 
mouthpiece, reminders about using air!, extending the range"
"what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches at gumline behind 
teeth, where points of contact are, etc.
tonguing syllable- away from instrument"
tonguing 2 half notes

Trombone Assembly, Playing position, Hand position https://youtu.be/icIwZjsyENU

keep the case on the floor (reminder)
how to lift the pieces of the instrument out of case - where to grab
slide lock - where it's located, how to close the lock
"how to connect the slide & bell joints - 90-degree angle, bell position 
in relation to slide
how to insert the mouthpiece - don't push it straight in, don't clap the 
mouthpiece with hand, small twist"
"reminder about posture, sitting in chair

Trombone First notes: D-C-Bb https://youtu.be/tn3_rkCMrAU

independent from other "First 3 notes" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
position for D, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue each 
note demonstrate sound a few times
"position for C + reminders & demo
position for Bb + reminders & demo"
simple exercises - DC, C Bb, DCBb, etc.

Trombone First notes: D-Eb-F https://youtu.be/ZrYf6TKruoc

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture"
"position for D, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue 
each note demonstrate sound a few times
position for Eb + reminders & demo"
position for F + reminders & demo
simple exercises - DEb, EbF, EbFG, etc.

Trombone Hot Cross Buns (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/IIimf4PoOMo

demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, & Bb; reminder about 
fingerings
"1st segment = DCBb, each note is tongued; practice multiple times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC"
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song

Trombone Disassembly/Storage https://youtu.be/f-nQSEZ3KFU

how to disassemble instrument, piece by piece, and how to store 
pieces back in case (match shape of cut out to shape of 
instrument)
how to latch case closed; if case isn't closing, don't force it 
(something is out of place)
store in a safe place
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Trombone Oiling https://youtu.be/rvmvA9fKvxg

How to oil the instrument

Trombone Emptying Water https://youtu.be/qKwfJzqLrNk

demonstration of gurgling sound & how to empty water
when to oil slide
how to apply oil - different types, listen to your teacher's 
recommendation
how to work the oil in

Trombone Trombone-Warm-Up and Fundamentals https://youtu.be/EyjU5dxlPVk

Trombone Articulation Clarity on the Trombone https://youtu.be/kJMfxwPWcCI

Trombone Cleaning the Trombone https://youtu.be/me8ZrHPUwJE

Trumpet Open case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/RF6--ZbOVMc

"which side of the case is ""up,"" brand name/logo facing up
keep case on floor"
latches - how to navigate, look out for a possible extra one on the side 
opposite the bell
parts of the instrument - basic (bell, valves, leadpipe, mouthpiece, 
slides)

Trumpet Embouchure, Buzzing https://youtu.be/UKbpx6Fzvpw

"definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the mouthpiece) - lick your 
lips, keep corners firm and back, posture & air reminders"
shorter free buzzes
longer free buzzes - reminders not to let lips push forward
how to place mouthpiece on lips - centering
buzzing on mouthpiece - reminders about embouchure
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 

Trumpet More mouthpiece sounds & tonguing https://youtu.be/Sm4M4zS3H-g

"matching pitches (not too extreme with range) - drone or 
demonstration
sirens - what they are, demonstrations, how to change pitch on 
mouthpiece, reminders about using air!, extending the range"
"what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches at gumline behind 
teeth, where points of contact are, etc.
tonguing syllable- away from instrument tonguing 2 half notes
tonguing 4 quarter notes"

Trumpet Assembly, Playing position, Hand position https://youtu.be/1lE2VkV2jyI

keep the case on the floor (reminder)
how to lift the body of the instrument out of case - where to grab
"how to insert the mouthpiece - don't push it straight in, don't clap the 
mouthpiece with hand, small twist
reminder about posture, sitting in chair
left hand shape, where to place fingers, how to grip  right hand 
position, curved fingers, using pads of fingers"
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle

Trumpet First 3 notes: (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/ahBTw-YgY-s

independent from other "First 3 notes" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
"fingering for E, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue 
each note demonstrate sound a few times
fingering for D + reminders & demo"
"fingering for C + reminders & demo
simple exercises - ED, DC, CDE, etc."

Trumpet First 3 notes (E, F, G) https://youtu.be/9XQNoz905bM

"independent from other ""First 3 notes"" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture"
fingering for E, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue each 
note demonstrate sound a few times
fingering for F + reminders & demo
"fingering for G + reminders & demo
simple exercises - EF, FG, EFG, etc."

Trumpet Hot Cross Buns (E, D, C) https://youtu.be/UKbpx6Fzvpw

"demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes E, D, & C; reminder about fingerings 1st 
segment = EDC, each note is tongued; practice multiple times"
3rd segment (one a penny...) = CCCC DDDD
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song

Trumpet Disassembly/Storage https://youtu.be/qKwfJzqLrNk

"how to disassemble instrument, piece by piece, and how to store 
pieces back in case (match shape of cut out to shape of instrument)
how to latch case closed; if case isn't closing, don't force it 
(something is out of place)"
store in a safe place

Trumpet Oiling/Emptying Water https://youtu.be/Znj0FuudDcA

demonstration of gurgling sound & how to empty water
when to oil valves
how to remove a valve - only do one at a time
"how to apply oil
how to place back in - twist clockwise and listen for click"

Tuba Open case, Parts of the Instrument https://youtu.be/f9ihdVM0bhY

"which side of the case is ""up,"" brand name/logo facing up
keep case on floor"
latches - how to navigate, look out for a possible extra one on the side 
opposite the bell
parts of the instrument - basic (bell, valves, leadpipe, mouthpiece, 
water key)

Tuba Embouchure, Buzzing https://youtu.be/knHbU2dbqig

definition of embouchure
how to form basic embouchure (away from the mouthpiece) - lick your 
lips, keep corners firm and back, posture & air reminders
shorter free buzzes
"longer free buzzes - reminders not to let lips push forward
how to place mouthpiece on lips - centering"
buzzing on mouthpiece - reminders about embouchure
if you're having trouble making this type of sound, ask your teacher to 

Tuba More mouthpiece sounds & tonguing https://youtu.be/w_S-y3mWlVw

matching pitches (not too extreme with range) - drone or 
demonstration
sirens - what they are, demonstrations, how to change pitch on 
mouthpiece, reminders about using air!, extending the range
what is tonguing? what happens - tongue touches at gumline behind 
teeth, where points of contact are, etc.
"tonguing syllable- away from instrument
tonguing 2 half notes"

Tuba Assembly, Playing position, Hand position https://youtu.be/f9ihdVM0bhY

keep the case on the floor (reminder)
how to lift the body of the instrument out of case - where to grab
how to insert the mouthpiece - don't push it straight in, don't clap the 
mouthpiece with hand, small twist
reminder about posture, sitting in chair
"left hand shape, where to place fingers, how to grip
right hand position, curved fingers, using pads of fingers"
bringing instrument to playing position/address angle

Tuba First notes: D-C-Bb https://youtu.be/I3dRrHrNl2Y

independent from other "First 3 notes" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
fingering for D, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue each 
note demonstrate sound a few times
"fingering for C + reminders & demo
fingering for Bb + reminders & demo"
simple exercises - DC, CBb, DCBb

Tuba First notes: Eb, F, G https://youtu.be/BUgEIkNTvrU

 independent from other "First 3 notes" video - based on teacher 
choice
reminders about left & right hand positions, posture
"fingering for Eb, quick embouchure reminders, reminder to tongue 
each note demonstrate sound a few times
fingering for F + reminders & demo"
fingering for G + reminders & demo
simple exercises - EbF, FG, EbFG, etc.

Tuba Hot Cross Buns (D, C, Bb) https://youtu.be/I3dRrHrNl2Y

demonstrate the full song (slowly)
we are going to use the notes D, C, Bb; reminder about fingerings
1st segment = DCBb, each note is tongued; practice multiple 
times
3rd segment (one a penny...) = BbBbBbBb CCCC
1st half of song, then 2nd half, then full song
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Tuba Oiling/Emptying Water https://youtu.be/0oL1FOJe2G0

demonstration of gurgling sound & how to empty water
"when to oil valves
how to remove a valve - only do one at a time"
how to apply oil
how to place back in - valve notch

Viola How to Use the Bow https://youtu.be/iXNEP8aSjTM

bow placement on the string
move the bow in a straight line
move from your elbow
do you need to press down?
down bow vs. up bow
hitting one string at a time

Viola Left Hand Position https://youtu.be/19ouCUGRXKA

setting up the left hand
where does your left hand thumb go
what is your left hand shape
straight wrist

Viola Coordinating the two hands https://youtu.be/kR0ZKnYiO54

how to bow while placing left hand fingers down
how to place your fingers down (making sure they press down hard 
enough)

Viola Instrument Demo & Overview https://youtu.be/KzWWqOt13zE

Violin Instrument Demo & Overview https://youtu.be/epLjtR7Q-Cw

Violin Strings Beginner Series: How to Produce a Successful Violin Tone https://youtu.be/f4xKBLVS_xI

Violin Strings Beginner Series: Vibrato for Violin and Viola, Part 3 https://youtu.be/ltAYbyQnwIA

Violin Strings Beginner Series: Warming Up https://youtu.be/4Pf0hx42Xgs

Violin Strings Beginner Series: Vibrato for Violin and Viola, Part 2 https://youtu.be/jbhAZTAPhj4

Violin Beginner Play-Along Series: "My Country 'Tis of Thee" for strings https://youtu.be/z5cyY5mjifE

Violin Strings Beginner Series: Vibrato for Violin and Viola, Part 1 https://youtu.be/DpZp120SeyA

Violin Shifting: Shifting from one finger to another, video 3 of 4 https://youtu.be/sx_upxMmiyg

Violin Bow hold for violin and viola: Basics and review https://youtu.be/56lucFs60Rk

Violin Instrument Posture Basics and Review https://youtu.be/B1gLQqiImLQ

Violin Vibrato: Putting it all together, video 4 of 4 https://youtu.be/0uk8vz02luc

Violin Shifting: How do we shift? Let's learn about the destination first. Shifting video 1 of 4. https://youtu.be/LomRIeZ-CsM

Violin Shifting: Beginning the adventure, shifting on one finger, Video 2 of 4 https://youtu.be/5skkPlRw1K8

Violin Shifting: Putting it all together https://youtu.be/uM6od4XE-x8

Violin Bow Hold https://youtu.be/yhQqsZDHL7o

Violin How to Use the Bow https://youtu.be/k0sie5KglRE

bow placement on the string
move the bow in a straight line
move from your elbow
do you need to press down?
down bow vs. up bow
hitting one string at a time
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Violin Bowing while using left hand (first notes) https://youtu.be/LTs0xKbg7q8

how to bow while placing left hand fingers down
how to place your fingers down (making sure they press down hard 
enough)

Violin Rest and Playing Position https://youtu.be/-16ECwGo7Lo

setting up the left hand
where does your left hand thumb go
what is your left hand shape
straight wrist

Violin Notes on D/A String https://youtu.be/9es4F0iprZ4

what are the notes on the D string
what are the notes on the A string
finger placement, what it feels and looks like

Violin/Viola What is Tuning? (For all Strings) https://youtu.be/gUq4wfXRBZ8

why do we tune?
how do tuning apps work?

Violin/Viola Parts of the instrument https://youtu.be/McYhQ62DC4s

name and show where the different instrument parts are
pegs, fingerboard, bridge, shoulder, chin rest, tailpiece, fine tuners, 
end button, strings, neck, scroll, f holes, nut
what are the open strings?

Violin/Viola Instrument Care https://youtu.be/I5z0UDRltUg

where to keep your instrument safely
wiping down your instrument with your cloth
don't leave it in a car
do not let siblings touch it

Violin/Viola Tuning with Pegs using a Tuner https://youtu.be/O6KohTCveuI

how do pegs work
when to use the pegs
how to hold your instrument while using pegs
which direction to turn your pegs

Violin/Viola Tuning with Fine Tuners Using a Tuner https://youtu.be/8b-BOAzR0eM

how do fine tuners work?
slightly out of tune vs. super out of tune
how to hold your instrument while tuning
which direction to move your fine tuner

Violin/Viola Bow Hold  https://youtu.be/i8JGm5t1ySc

teaching the bow hold to a 10 year old
bow hold at the frog with correct thumb placement
pinky placement
curved fingers

Voice Posture & Alignment https://youtu.be/aKgnYpOkT4o

Voice Breathing https://youtu.be/rFhJjjazhIM

Voice Tension https://youtu.be/2ilFDfOx1oo

Voice Tone Production https://youtu.be/GY-iP5AfMJg


